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During the practice periods for The Beatles' initial Yellow Submarine film project, the group's sound
engineers George Martin and Geoff Emerick recorded a final mix of the songs that later constituted
the movie's final soundtrack. Having used the standard Abbey Road duplicate-doubles technique on

the Yellow Submarine's original master recordings, the team made several attempts to rectify
specific issues with the multitrack performances they recorded. In these interviews, Emerick and

Martin discuss the basic techniques that the engineers used on the Yellow Submarine sessions, and
the great care they took to get everything they needed. While in the midst of this, the session
producers invited engineers on the Beatles album releases to attend sessions with the Yellow
Submarine engineers. Martin found that the people who had worked on the Yellow Submarine

sessions introduced a significant influence to the engineers on the various Beatles recordings he
oversaw. -JB In the early 1970s, a new sound in rock and roll was born. Black Box Tape Recorders
(BTRs) revolutionized the ability of musicians to record. But the exact character of this new sound

remains elusive, because, until recently, there have been so few recordings available that attempt to
describe its defining qualities. This article looks at early musicological attempts to describe the new
sound, and which of these attempts have been most influential in how we think about the sound of

modern rock. It also looks at how the BBC Radiophonic Workshop developed early versions of
automatic recordings, using experimental audio techniques, that highlight the sonic qualities of the

new sound.
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Recording The Beatles Brian
Kehew Pdf 105 The Beatles' Abbey
Road had been largely designed

and built by engineer Brian Kehew.
He had been in charge of

refurbishing studios four, five, six,
and seven at Abbey Road, working

with architect David Wyatt, the
recording engineer at Abbey Road,

and with Martin and the Beatles
themselves. During that time he

also had a key role in installing his
acoustically engineered mixing

suite at the studio, which was the
first such facility in the recording
industry. [7] The suite could be
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accessed from the large control
room at the end of the studio's

north wall. Over the next twenty
years the suite would become a

crucial and ubiquitous part of the
Beatles' recording environment. It
was used to mix the entire Beatles
back catalogue, and also for much
of the production work on albums
such as The Beatles, The White
Album, and Abbey Road. The

game is over! It's a Beatles week!
The Beatlemania has finally ended
at last after nine long years. But

they have a surprise up their
sleeves and actually put on a

concert for the last time at Shea
Stadium in New York. Was this a
last minute "happening" or had
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they fooled on their fans? The
world is waiting to find out... One

of the oldest among today's
techniques used in electrical

engineering is the audio effect,
thanks to early recording

techniques in the late 1800s and
early 1900s. In this article, we

have included the description of
the first acoustic audio recording
system, moving magnet sound

recording. We begin with an
overview of the technology that
was the basis of early recording
technology in the mid-1800s and

evolves into moving magnetic
sound recording and the

subsequent development of
classical reproduction. We then
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describe early phonograph- and
cylinder-based reproduction, the
tone arm, phonograph cartridge,

and disc. We end with the modern
compact disc and digital audio
recording. Thus, we are able to

trace this first generation of
electrical recording to the early

recording technologies.
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